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How to import actual work in MS Project 
(desktop version) from a time tracking system ?

This tutorial is particularly relevant for project managers having their team inputting their
timesheet in an existing platform like Jira, Planview Portfolio and Resource Management, in-
house or another system. The project manager still wants to follow his/her project with MS
Project (desktop version). Here are the steps to follow to easily input actual work into MS
Project at assignment level and save valuable time.
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Business Case

Setup the layout for raw data importation

As soon as your time tracking system allow to
export data in an excel document, you will be

2 Map the task
Now you need to match the task of your time
tracking system to the task in MS Project.

You might already have a WBS field in your time
tracking platform. In such case you can map it
directly to MS Project.

But in most cases, your time tracking system has
a different granularity from your MS Project tasks.
In that case you can ask your team member to
input the WBS in a custom field or if this is not
possible in an existing comment field using
delimiters

This can be performed using a task mapping rule
that maps the WBS with the value of a column (
column C in our example) between delimiters (##
in our example).

export data in an excel document, you will be
able to map this data into MS Project actual
work at assignment level.

To do so, define the “Timesheet(s) location and
setup the layout to have the resource part of the
table.



Map the resource3

In the resource mapping section, add a mapping
rule to map the column A in our example to the
name of the resource in MS Project.

4 Map the actual work at assignement level

In the Assignment data section, add a mapping
rule having the type “Time line as a single
column”. This means the data you want to map
and its related date are stored in two identified
column.

In our example, the actual work is stored in
column E and the related date is stored in column
D. the actual work is expressed in hours.
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Click on the “Execution” icon or alternatively
perform a simulation first with the “Simulation”
icon.

Note that the setup is persistent so you don’t
have to define it each time you want to import
actual work.

Execute the importation
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